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Abstract.
Lambdas are a powerful tool to explore spin effects of QCD. The A polarization
is self analyzing, as it is measurable from the angular distribution of the decay
products. Two applications of polarized electroproduced A's are suggested: the
measurement of A polarization at large transverse momentum as a possible test of
QCD and the measurement of transversely polarized parton distributions.

1. Spin effects at large pr

There are several arguments that suggest that particles produced in high energy
collisions are not polarized. Polarization is produced as a result of interference
between the amplitudes that describe the reaction. The polarization is

N2 + F2 '

where F and N are the spin-flip and non-spin-flip amplitudes respectively. Po-
larization therefore requires large N and F with a non-zero phase difference. At
low energy there are few contributing channels, but at large enough cm. energy p

many channels contribute. Their reaction amplitudes JV1- and F; will interfere ran-
domly and produce negligible total amplitudes N = ĴV1- and F = 53 f̂> hence
no polarization.

Another argument is provided by QCD [Ka78]. QCD tells us that quark-
quark scattering produces only small polarizations. However, unpolarized quarks
(and subsequent fragmented hadrons) do not "remember" the orientation of the
production plane. Hence they do not have a preferred direction nor polarization.

The experimental reality is very different from these predictions. Especially in
hadroproduction, there exist numerous examples of particle production with large
polarizations that are increasing as the transverse momentum pj- is increasing.
Four examples are shown in figure 1. The behaviour often shows the same pattern:
none or relatively small polarization at small px, followed by a dramatic increase
at larger values. Most of these asymmetries, rather unexpected in the light of the
above mentioned arguments, are postdicted by ad hoc models. However, there is
no satisfying explanation of the total picture.
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Figure 1. Examples of polarization effects at large p?: a) Analyzing power for

pp elastic scattering as a function ofp\ at 24 and 28 GeV/c [Ca85]; b ) Angular

distribution of high mass muon pairs produced by 194 GeV pions as a function of

PT [GU88]. The differential cross section of the muons has the form 1 + X cos2 8 +

ft sin20 co5^+ P / 2 sin2 9 cos20. The dashed curves are the predictions of PQCD

(essentially A = 1, ft = v = O); c) A polarization in K~p —* XX as a function

of Pr at 12 and 16 GeV/c [Ar85] and 176 GeV/c [Go86]; d) JT° asymmetry in

pp—> Tr0X as a function ofpT at 24 GeV/c [An80].



2. A polarization at large pr

The best investigated example of spin effects at large pT is the inclusive pro-
duction of A's, pp -* AA*. In this case a universal behaviour is found (figure 2):
for a given i f (fraction of the incident proton momentum that is carried by the A)
the polarization is independent of incident energy (in the range 12 < ptab < 2400
GeV/c) and rises slowly with pr to saturate above 1 GeV/c [He90].

The discovery of the polarization of the A [Bu76], gave at Fermilab rise to a
systematic investigation of hyperon and anti-hyperon polarization (for a list of
references see [He90]).

All quoted examples of reactions where these kind of unexpected particle spin

effects were found, are from hadroproduction. It is interesting to see, if similar

spin effects are observed in electro- or photoproduction. The inclusive production

of A's is the obvious choice for a thorough investigation. The reason is that po-

larization of the A is self analyzing. The A is a weakly decaying particle. The

decay does not respect parity and therefore the hyperon's decay distribution re-

flects its polarization. The distribution of proton direction with respect to the

spin direction of the A is

N(0m) = N0[I+ aPcos9r)
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Figure 2. Polarization of A's produced by 400 GeV protons as a function of pT

and xF [He90]-



where P is the polarization of the A, 9* is the angle between the decay proton
and the normal to the A production plane. The decay constant a has the value
0.642 ±0.013 [PD90].

The search for A polarization at high pr would require a large acceptance
detector as not to introduce a bias in the A decay distribution. It should have
the possibility to trigger on low energy outgoing electrons, as high pr hadrons
preferably are found in the region with high recoil mass W2.

If hyperon polarization is found to exist in electroproduction, it might turn into
a tool to investigate the hadronization process. A hyperon contains at least one
strange valence quark, not present in the initial target. The seven hyperons (A0,
E0, E+ , E~, 5°, 5~ and fi0) are made only of the three different quarks which
gives a thread to unravel the dynamics of quark production and fragmentation.

3. Transversely polarized parton distributions

In this section I discuss an idea of Artru and Mekhfi [Ar91] to measure transversely
polarized parton distributions in deep inelastic scattering (DIS).

The spin structure function gi[x) of the nucléon as measured in DIS, is a "lon-
gitudinal polarized structure function". It is the sum of polarized quark densities
Aq[x) = q+{x) — q~[x), where q stands for any of the quarks «, d or s and z is
the fraction of the hadron's momentum carried by the quark. q+{x) and q~(x) are
the densities of quark q having positive or negative helicity respectively, when the
hadron has positive helicity. Ag(z) is a "longitudinally polarized quark distribu-
tion".

Similarly one may define a "transversely polarized quark distribution" as

A±g(z) = qA{x) -q-*{x)

where g±*(z) is the density of the quarks polarized in the transverse direction ±n,
when the hadron spin points in the direction +n.

In a naive, covatiant parton model [Ai90], where the proton is composed of a
quark and a diquark it is predicted that Aj.g(i) = q+[x) and J&±q{x)dx «

The best place to measure transversely polarized parton distributions seems to
be a polarized proton collider, like RHIC [Bu92].

Another place might be an electron accelerator. Consider for instance the
process e~N —» e~XA (figure 3). The unpolarized cross-section in DIS is given
by

flavor M
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Figure 3. Feynman diagram of the reaction e~ N —* e~X\ (adapted from [Ar91].)
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Figure 4. The Q2 dependence of the ep -> eKA cross section extrapolated to a
common W value of 2.15 GeV/c2 [Be77a/.



where D*(z) is the A fragmentation function, i.e. Df{z)/z is the probability that
a parton of type t and momentum p fragments into a A of momentum zp. If the
target nucléon is transversely polarized, then the incoming quark from the target
nucléon has a polarization

A 9 ^ Px{nucleon).

This transverse polarization will be transferred to the A, but diluted by a factor

depending on the kinematics of the electron scattering

2ÎÙ

where E and E' are the incident and outgoing electron energy respectively. Con-

sequently the A will acquire the transverse polarization

where AD^[z) is the transverse asymmetry of the fragmentation function, which
might be deduced from AA production at LEP.

Measurement of the transverse lambda polarization using transversely polarized
proton and neutron targets (i.e. n-pentanol and either 6LiD or 3He) therefore
gives access to the products Ax9;(z) Afl*(z), where i is either the u or the d

quark. The measurement again requires a large acceptance detector to see as many ,

A decays as possible. The trigger should select electrons having approximately half '>r

the energy of the incident electron so that DNN is as large as possible.

4. Existing data on electroproduced A's

A 15 GeV electron accelerator permits the exploration of inclusively produced A

events with pr up to 2.4 GeV/c and invariant mass W of the recoiling system up to

5.4 GeV/c2. In the past several groups have investigated inclusive strangeness pro-

duction. The direct physics aim of these experiments was the search for evidence

for the quark-parton model in the strangeness production sector.

At Cornell the 11.5 GeV electron beam and the double arm spectrometer were

used by several groups to detect the electron on the one hand and either a kaon

[Br72,Be77a,Be77b] or the A decay products [Wa78]. The kaon detection offers

the possibility to investigate exclusive channels like e~K+A° and e~K+TP, that

are identified by the missing mass. The /Jf+A cross section is shown as an example

in figure 4.

Using a spectrometer to detect both the decay particles of the A is off course

more limiting in statistics, but opens the possibility of measuring the A polariza-
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Figure 6. Polarization of photoproduced A's [Ab84].



tion. Wagner et al. [Wa78] however, did not find any evidence for polarization in
data with pr up to 1.2 GeV/c.

Cohen et al. [Co78] studied inclusive A"° and A electroproduction with a spark
chamber. The longitudinal- and transverse momentum distributions for the A that
they found are shown in figure 5.

Day et al. [Da81] used a large acceptance detector to study non-diffractive final
states, like T A . The presence of Cerenkov counters permitted the identification
of final state kaons. Apart from other strangeness channels, the K+A and K+A*

channels were identified, but only total cross sections are given.

At DESY and at lower energies (4.0 and 4.9 GeV) Azemoon et al. [Az75]
studied several strangeness final states e~K + Y, where Y is a A, E, £(1385),
A(1405) or A(1520). They use a two spark chamber spectrometers to identify
electron and kaon.

The only substantial A polarization was found by Abe et al. [Ab84] using real
photons of 20 GeV. With the SLAC hybrid bubble chamber facility they found
that the polarization depends on the transverse momentum. In the forward or
photon fragmentation region the statistical errors are large (figure 6), but in the
backward or target fragmentation region the polarization is consistent with zero
for PT < 0.8 GeV/c but rises at higher values. This behaviour certainly does
remind one of the polarization effects in hadroproduction.

A summary of all existing data is given in table 1.

Table 1

Ref.

Brown et al [Br72]

Azemoon et al [Az75]

Bebek et al [Be77a,b]

Cohen et al [Co78]

Wagner et al [Wa78]

Day et al [Da81]

Abe et al [Ab84]

(photoproduction)

E
[GeV)

11.5
LO, 4.9
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
20

Q2
(GeV-2)

0.2-1.2

0.1-0.65
1.2-4.0
0.5-2.5
0.1-1.5
0.7-4.0
0

W
(GeV/c2)

1.8-2.6

1.9-2.4
2.0-2.7
2.2-4.2

2.1-3.6
1.4-4.0
1-6

max. px
of A

[GeVIc)

0.7

0.6
0.8
0.9
1.1

0.8
1.2

year

1972

1975
1977
1978
1978

1981
1984

Summary of electro- and photoproduction experiments
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5. Conclusions [PD90]
[Wa78]

The study of lambda production should form part of the physics program of the
15 GeV electron accelerator, as it does at CEBAF. Past experiments at energies
above 4 GeV, only skimmed strangeness physics superficially. No serious study
of A polarization in electroproduction has ever been done. However, using real
photons, Abe et al. (at 20 GeV/c) have seen substantial polarization rising with
transverse lambda momentum. The latter is significant as the same behaviour of
the polarization is seen in various inclusive hadroproduction experiments. This
experiment seems an open invitation to look for the same, possibly PQCD contra-
dicting effects, in lambda production with virtual photons.

Using targets with transversely polarized protons and neutrons, it might be
attempted to measure transverse polarized parton distributions. This is a whole
new field of physics, which will come to bloom fully only after the commission of
RHIC as a polarized collider. However, a first hint might be provided by a new
electron machine.
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